
1. This striker set a new British transfer record when he moved from Liverpool to Hamburger SV 
(or Hamburg for short) in 1977 for £500,000?

2. This Brazilian became the world's most expensive footballer when, in 1998, a Spanish club 
paid São Paulo more than 20 million pounds for the then 21-year-old talent? 

3. The Belgian midfielder, Jean-Marc Bosman, gave his name to the EU ruling which gave 
footballers better working rights. But which club had acted in breach of the law against Bosman? 

4. After 9 years at first Lazio and then 10 years at AC Milan, Alessandro Nesta moved on a free 
transfer to a somewhat surprising club. Where did he switch to in 2012? 

5. This Brazilian forward formed a toxic attacking duo with Oliver Bierhoff at Udinese in the late 
90s. It earned him a €30 million move to big-spending Parma and later stints at Dortmund and 
AC Milan among others. What was the attacker's name?

6. In the summer of 2000, Lazio broke the world transfer record by signing Argentine Hernán 
Crespo from this club for €57 million? 

7. A year later in the summer of 2001, Gianluigi Buffon moved to Juventus from Parma for €52 
million - the same summer, the Old Lady signed Buffon's French partner in defense for €37 
million. What was his name?

8. At the same time as Claude Makelele's arrival at the Bernabeu, Real Madrid also signed this 
Brazilian from Deportivo La Coruna to sit behind Claude in central defence. But what was the 
name of the midfielder who arrived for €26 million in 2000?

9. From which club did Eric Cantona arrive at Leeds in 1992?

10. In the summer of 1986, Manchester United striker Mark Hughes packed his bags and moved 
abroad in 2 million pound transfer. But to which club?
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11. Zinedine Zidane moved to Juventus in 1996 after four years at Bordeaux, but before his stay 
at Bordeaux, Zizou started his professional career at this southern French club?

12. PSG brought Kylian Mbappé to the club on a loan deal before the switch was made 
permanent - but what year did the loan begin?

13. Alisson Becker became the world's most expensive goalkeeper when he switched to 
Liverpool in 2018. But which Italian club did he switch from?

14. Which manager brought Dennis Bergkamp to Arsenal?

15. In January 1999, Steve McManaman made an agreement with Real Madrid starting from July 
of the same year. Meanwhile, the coach who brought in McManaman had been sacked - who 
was the coach? 

16. After his time at Leeds and Liverpool, Harry Kewell moved to this Turkish club in 2008. The 
move was hugely unpopular with Leeds fans as two Leeds supporters had been killed ahead of a 
match against the club back in 2000 following massive fan clashes. Which club? 

17. In the summer of 2000, this striker had to postpone his otherwise planned move to 
Manchester United by a single year due to injury problems?

18. In 2000, Robbie Keane was sold for more than £13 million when he moved to this club in the 
Italian Serie A? 

19. Which Englishman was the first to play for Real Madrid?

20. In arguably one of the most famous transfers that never happened, which West Brom striker 
drove to QPR's home ground on deadline day thinking he'd get a move, before having to drive 
back with WBA not letting him leave?
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